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Message
Nepal Engineers’ Association, Gandaki Province wishes each one of you the very best. 
We would like to convey our blissful that we are able to publish first volume of Technical 
Journal. Nepal Engineers' Association (NEA), Gandaki Province is an independent 
nonprofit organization of Nepalese engineers, registered under the Social Service Act of 
the Government of Nepal. NEA was established in 1962. Today, it represents near about 
30,000 engineers, belonging to various engineering disciplines including architects, 
civil, electrical, mechanical, computer, electronics, geomatics etc. and coming from 
both the public and private sector economies. Technical Journal is a growing academic 
publication in the fields of Engineering Sciences like Civil Engineering, Computer 
Science, Information Technology, Electronics Engineering, Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering etc. The main mission to publish journal is to enhance   or 
devote to research and global dissemination of academic information. We try to create 
a new dimension in the field of Technical writing. This Technical Journal includes 
all papers from Engineers scholars. Most of the papers raised the burning issues of 
Gandaki Province in the field of flooding, landslides and environment. Some papers 
focused on creativity and innovation in different engineering sector like civil, electrical, 
electronics, information technology and environment. The content and depth of 
knowledge included in these papers will serve to engineering society. This Technical 
journal will be burning candle for engineering graduates student to discover out their 
approach for writing. Nepal Engineers Association, Gandaki Province is grateful to 
all engineering scholars who input their full strength providing quality researched 
papers. NEA - Gandaki try to create an academic platform for scholars by publishing 
this Technical Journal. As Chairman of publishing organization, I am very grateful to 
its editorial team. I would like to congratulate all the strength full hands which move 
ahead for the successful publication of newly first Technical Journal. I hope this will 
be our great joyful experience in the publication field. I am very delighted to convey 
that engineering community will be highly benefitted by this Technical Journal. We are 
always open to creative and constructive feedbacks from all the stakeholders who are 
touched with this Technical Journal.
Finally, Nepal Engineers Association, Gandaki Province is thankful to all engineering 
professionals, industrialists, entrepreneurs and scholars who involved for the publication 
of this Technical Journal. We have realized that support and cooperation of all the 
stakeholders are key strengths for growth and sustainability of this publication. Thank 
you all!

…………………………
Ar. Babu Ram Bhandari
Chairman
Nepal Engineers’ Association, Gandaki Province


